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MISSION 

BCF 
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All exhibitions and programs supported in part by the Blanden Charitable 
Foundation and grants from the Catherine Vincent Deardorf Charitable 
Foundation, the Ann Smeltzer Charitable Trust, the Fort Dodge Community 
Foundation, and members.  

 

To provide engaging learning opportunities that center on creative exhibits and  

programming. Integrating visual arts into everyday life.   

 

To be the region’s recognized art leader providing quality exhibits, education, resources, 

creative community outreach and integrated art experiences.  

 

BMAM 

Front Cover: “Two Trees—Snow” ca.2013 Martha Armstrong  
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New Beginnings: Providing Quality Opportunities  

 
  

Seneca’s statement is a very poetic way to look at the cycle of 

change – a process that is always in motion. The human       

tendency is to restrict this movement slowing down the           

inevitable.  

Now change for the sake of change is an unhealthy approach to 

this cycle – this type of change is forced and serves no purpose. 

Change that is needed is by the very nature of the process right 

and meaningful.  

The first step or movement into something new is the most     

unknown. It is the most unsure. Stepping into the unknown is 

the scariest action that one can make. There is always a feeling 

of uncertainty that is connected.  Nevertheless, once this first 

step is taken, the remaining steps become more comfortable 

because the path becomes recognizable and less frightening. 

The goal of the Blanden should be the embrace of adventurous 

exploration of the unknown. Real strength rest with letting go 

and trying something new.    

It is blazing a trail by continual change and exploration that 

keeps institutions relevant and growing.  The Blanden is        

currently in a position for growth, looking at the art education 

program, and taking the first steps in developing programs that 

fit the community needs.  The unknown is not so much with the 

community as it is with the Blanden staff, board, and trusted 

members. They have always known the program as it is and as 

it was, but change is constant.  It’s time to look at the programs 

that the museum offers and ask, is it time to make a change? 

What does that change look like? The most important question 

to ask is what does the community need as it relates to art     

education?   

 

"Every new beginning comes from some other beginnings 

end,"  

     Lucius Annaeus Seneca 

Become a member today! 
Like us on Facebook and let us know how we are doing! 

 



      I first met Richard Black in 1993, when I enrolled 
      in a week-long lithography workshop offered at  
      the Blanden Memorial Art Museum, at the urging 
      of a longtime friend and colleague who was sure I 
      would enjoy both the subject and the man. She 
      was right—more so than I could have imagined. 
      Professor Black became a mentor and friend. He 
      was a consummate professional—as both a print
      maker and teacher. His care for the medium and 
      for the student was genuine. 

      Richard’s interests were as eclectic as anyone  
      I’ve ever met. He tried to learn a new subject or 
      skill each summer. He dove into this with all the       
      seriousness of a lifelong learner. He had many  
      influences. He respected the teaching of James 
      Watrous, one of his professors at the University 
      of Wisconsin, Madison, where Richard earned his 
MFA. Watrous wrote an exceptionally fine book on drawing, The Craft of Old-Master 
Drawings. The core of Black’s work was influenced by the work of Paul Klee (but not, he 
would be certain to tell you, Klee’s imagery). He shared this text and a number of others 
with me, including Werner Haftman’s, The Mind and Work of Paul Klee. For the last fifteen 
years or so the work and ideas of Wassily Kandinsky grew more important to him and he 
said Kandinsky’s ideas were closest to his own aesthetic theory and practice. He felt that 
Kandinsky’s seminal work, Concerning the Spiritual in Art, would be a fine introduction to 
some of the basic ideas in his work. Richard was always working and reading. His gar-
dens were his summer studio. When the growing season had passed, he went to work in 
the art studio. At night he would either work on pulling imagery from high-quality           
magazines for his collages, or he was reading about one of his latest interests. One of the 
books he highly recommended was Fred Alan Wolf’s, Taking the Quantum Leap: the new    
physics for non-scientists. Eclectic. 

Perhaps the best way to understand Richard’s approach to his own work, aside from read-
ing the texts above, is to look at what he gave his students and what he said about his 
work (including series titles like “Small Worlds”). Professor Black once began one of this 
many Blanden print workshops by reading from Cennino d’Andrea Cennini’s The Crafts-
man’s     Handbook, from fifteenth-century Florence: 

…and this is an occupation known as painting, which calls 
for imagination, and skill of hand, in order to discover things 
not seen, hiding themselves under the shadow of natu-
ral objects, and to fix them with the hand, presenting to plain 
sight what does not actually exist. 
—emphasis was Richard’s. 

Not an Obituary—An Appreciation 
By Rusty Farrington   



Richard once wrote: 

I enjoy the process of making a 
print and view the process as a 
journey into the unseen, never 
the unknown, for there are many 
ways of knowing. The object of 
the image is to give physical 
form to those ideas and thoughts 
that have no physical form. I find 
abstraction a more expressive 
means for approaching the     
incorporeal character of these 
ideas, where the meaning is   
revealed though purely abstract 
relations develop (sic) amongst 
the visual elements. 

— from the Olson-Larsen      
Gallery’s web page (they     
represented Richard’s work in 
Iowa) 

Professor Black often worked on his own work as students 
went about the process of drawing and printing theirs. His 
methodology was enlightening. He often began his            
compositions with collages focusing on shape and texture. 
Layer upon layer was put down until any reference to a 
“something” was obliterated. These formed the basic structure 
for the drawings that followed. He then began his mylar work, 
a painstaking process of defining the key elements of the 
drawing on separate pieces of the translucent material, with 
the inevitable revisions along the way. There were always four 
mylars–blue, red, yellow, and the key in black, one for each of 
the color plates he would develop. Once the mylars were    
prepared, they were transferred to printing plates. The drawing 
would take months to complete. The range of color, the variety 
of textures, and the quality of the compositions were noted 
wherever Richard displayed work—literally all over the world. 
His mastery of the four-plate print is legendary. No one did it 
better. 

The Blanden owns a number of Richard’s prints. The next    
opportunity to put them on display should be accompanied by 
visitors taking the time to really look carefully, at his work. 
They will find that he inserted little surprises throughout the 
prints—representations, jokes, commentary, analogies—you 
never quite know what he would slip in, and every return visit 
will turn up things not seen before. Each time you look you will 
be greeted with something from Richard’s imagination,       
previously unseen, but never unknown, for there are many 
ways of knowing. 



Iowa Land and Sky  
Paintings by Kirk Hovenga  

East Gallery October 10—December 26, 2020 



Artist Review 

Iowa Land and Sky Paintings of an Ideal Reality by Kirk Hovenga 

By Eric Anderson  

 

“Art is the highest form of hope.” ― Gerhard Richter 

 

As the nation and the state are in a time of uncertainty, hope is its own art form.  In the 

works of artist, Kirk Hovenga, hope is full of color and ripe with representations of Iowa's  

rural landscapes.  His paintings will be exhibited this fall at the Blanden and invite visitors 

with moments of calm reflections.  "Iowa Land and Sky" will be on display in the East      

Gallery on October 10 – December 26, 2020.  

Kirk grew up in Davenport and graduated with a degree in fine arts from the University of 

Iowa. He has traveled around the United States, visiting some of the country's best art     

museums and meeting other artists. Nevertheless, Iowa is his home, and he is deeply    

connected to his family's land in Dumont, Iowa. 

With roots well established in both Iowa and art, Kirk has over 40 years of creative           

experience. Because of that activity, he has developed an expansive visual portfolio using 

different approaches to create a unique vocabulary used to achieve his paintings. His   

paintings are visualizations of the rural countryside, familiar to Iowans.  

His Landscape paintings are both versions of reality and illustrations of a picturesque ideal.  

His work seems to concentrate on the uniqueness of light and atmosphere found in Iowa. 

Kirk's paintings transport the viewer visually to Iowa locations to experience the heat of a 

summer day or a fall evening's coolness.  

Visit the Blanden this fall, and see the fantastic works by Kirk Hovenga and be transported 
to the natural and picturesque areas of Iowa’s countryside.   

 

Artist Statement:  

My career has spanned over 40 years. I have 
worked in a variety of styles, mediums and genres. 
As an artist, this makes me diverse and hard to    
define. My eclectic taste in art, music and books    
affected my approach to my own personal art.  
 
Often working in several approaches  towards a  
subject matter, different methods are used to        
execute my paintings. Preparatory drawings,       
projections, transfer paper, found images,               
photographs and computer have all been used 
throughout my career. 
 



Past and Present: 

Fort Dodge Camera Club  
 

Second Floor Gallery   

October 17—December 19 



The Power of the Image—life captured by lens and shutter.   
By Eric Anderson  

  

“You don’t take a photograph, you make it.” - Ansel Adams 

 

Photography is a complex dialog with the artist, the subject, and the viewer. As Ansel Adams 
stated in his quote, the art of photography is much more than just pushing a button. This       
creative communication process drives the Fort Dodge Area Camera Club to gather and share 
a passion for making images with others. The Club has been meeting together for years to talk 
about equipment, the composition of images, light, and prints.  
 
The images presented in this exhibit, Past and Present, are much more than family snapshots. 
There are purpose and consideration for each image made. Club members understand the 
powerful and transformative nature of photography.  

 
The art of photography has greatly influenced the world. It has transformed the world of art by 
providing a stage for modern, abstraction, and contemporary art to be developed. It has opened 
new communication areas and transformed the way people receive news and information. Also, 
Photography continues to provide an avenue for the development of film, animation and video.   

 
Photography is unique in terms of artistic media. It captures a moment in time, a physical      
recording of time, a thing, and a place. That image never changes; it has been captured        
forever, even when its subject has faded. Something magical and powerful takes place with the 
process of making photographic images. The right image can profoundly affect a person and a 
culture.  

 
This exhibit is a sampling of the talent present in the Fort Dodge area.  Club members have 
used their skills and talents to document the world and preserve the past through photography.  

Exhibit Review 



      featured Acquisition 

 

This work was donated to the Blanden Art  Museum by Iowa State University.   
 
MJ Kitzman was born in 1929 in What Cheer, Iowa. He received his BFA from Drake 

University in Des Moines and a MA from San Francisco State  University, with     

post-graduate studies at  University of Illinois, Colorado College, and the University 

of   Iowa.  He studied painting with distinguished artists such as Karl Mattern, Byron 

Bufford, and Ludwig Saunders.  

 

A life-long educator with 44 years of teaching experience in public school and at 

four universities.  The last twenty –seven years were at Iowa State University.   

 

“Grandeurage” MJ Kitzman  [BCF 2020.4] 

Mix Media on Canvas  

Become a member today! 
Like us on Facebook and let us know how we are doing! 

 



         Upcoming Exhibits 

 

Ukiyo-e 
 

Japanese UKiyo-e woodblock prints  

Selected from the permanent collection  
 

The Art of Woodworking   

by Roger Nass   

 

 

East Gallery; January 16—March 13, 2021  

Stories in Wood  
 

 

Second Floor Gallery; January 9—February 1, 2021  

Become a member today! 



 
A Letter to the Blanden: 
 
 
My love for the arts started as a child. My great grandmother was an 
artist and a music teacher.  Watching her draw and paint in knew 
what I wanted to do when I grew up.  I wanted to be an artist and 
teach others the love of art that I discovered. I opened a ceramic 
and crafts store in the 1970s. I started to teach art in senior citizens' 
institutions around Fort Dodge.    
 
I decided to go back to college and get a degree in art.  That is when 
I met Maureen Seamonds, and she asked if I would like to help 
teach youth summer ceramic classes.  After that, I taught some  
classes at the Blanden Art Museum. That is when Charles Helsell 
asked me if I would be interested in working with  outreach          
programming at the museum.  I was delighted to be asked. As I was 
already teaching art classes at Deer Creek apartments since 1986, it 
was a smooth transition.   
 
The program's title was Community Focus, bring arts to seniors and 
adults with disabilities. I kept myself busy by adding to Deer Creek, 
Ellens Nursing Home, Friendship Haven, Ft. Dodge Mental Health, 
LifeWorks, DESOC, and Villa Care.  I found joy in teaching and 
loved working with the individuals in all of my classes. Their delight 
was seen with every project.  They always wanted to know what was 
next.  Their excitement was contagious, and I loved it. They are so 
proud of what they accomplished and created.  I believe that        
everyone should have a chance to enjoy working in the arts.  Many 
of the individuals who participated in the program did not have  
transportation to get to the Blanden. So I brought the art to them. 
    
To see the joy of accomplishment would bring me joy and           
happiness.  I will miss working with the Blanden staff and interacting 
with the students. Being apart of the Blanden legacy has been an 
enjoyable experience. If it were not for the COVID19 pandemic, I 
would probably have continued teaching a little longer. 
 
Thank you 

Sharon Balm 

Honoring a Legacy 

 
Sharon Balm announced her retirement in August 2020, Sharon has 
been active with the Blanden for more than 35 years acting as the main 
instructor for the Community Focus Program  that provides creative ex-
perience to adults with disabilities and elderly in Fort Dodge.   



Do you love art? Enjoy working with kids 
and adults? Love meaningful conversa-
tion?  
 

Docents are volunteers, serving the mu-
seum and the community in the field of 
art education. The program provides on-
going education sessions about tour tech-
niques, how to think like an educator, and 
the museum’s exhibitions and collections. 
 Be a Docent! 

Volunteer! 

Get Involved! 

 

Join today! 
 

Contact the Blanden:  

blandenmemorial@gmail.com 

 

MEMBERS BUILD SUPPORT 

The Blanden thrives because of your generosity. Your role in  

being a part of the Blanden legacy benefits the citizens of North 

Central Iowa.  Consider the impact of being a Blanden member 

will have on future generations.  Expand the Blanden community 

by inviting a friend to upcoming exhibits and events.    

INDIVIDUAL :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $25 
Includes basic benefits: 

 Museum Bulletin mailed to your home. 

 Membership card and acknowledgment in a quarterly update. 

 Discounts on classes, special events, and gift shop. 
  
HOUSEHOLD / SUPPORTING :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $40 

 Includes all basic benefits (two adults and children). 
  
CONTRIBUTING :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $100 
All basic benefits plus: 

 Will receive one guest pass to give a friend to be used for one 
class registration or gift shop purchase at the member price. 

 Business owners contributing at this level have the option to 
be listed using their business or personal name. 
 
PATRON ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $250 
All basic benefits plus: 

 Will receive three guest passes to give friends to be used for 
one class registration or gift shop purchase at the member price. 

 Business owners contributing at this level have the option to 
be listed using their business or personal name. 

  

BENEFACTOR ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $500 
All basic benefits plus: 

 Will receive four guest passes to give friends to be used 
for one class registration or gift shop purchase at the member 
price. 

 Business owners contributing at this level have the option 
to be listed using their business or personal name. 
  
CONSERVATOR ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $1000 
All basic benefits plus: 

 Will receive four guest passes to give friends to be used 
for one class registration or gift shop purchase at the member 
price. 

 Business owners contributing at this level have the option 
to be listed using their business or personal name. 

 An opportunity to schedule a behind-the-scenes tour of 
the museum for friends and family, 
 
Charitable contributions are tax deductible in accordance with 

IRS regulations. Please consult with your accountant, tax ad-

visor or attorney.  



 

Virtual  Kid Classes  [Ages 8 - 13] 
 

 October Saturday virtual workshop  

 October 17    10:00 -11:00 Facebook Live 

Weaving with yarn - Inspired by Pam Sanders textile work 

“Untitled” currently on display in the East Gallery.   

 $8.00 Per kit  [Kits available October 10 for pick up]  

 

  November Saturday virtual workshop  

 November 7  10:00 - 11:00 Facebook Live  

Watercolor Still Life Painting - Inspired by Richard Hanson’s painting 

“The Vicar of Wraywood” currently on display at the Blanden.    

 $10.00 Per kit [Kits available October 24 for pick up]  

 

 December Saturday virtual workshop  

 November 21  10:00 - 11:00 Facebook Live   

Mix Media Printmaking - Inspired by Louise Nevelson’s print  

“Double Imagery” currently on display in the West Gallery   

 $8.00 Per kit [Kits available November 7 for pick up]  

 

December Family on site activity   

December 5 & December 12  

Time slots available - one family per time slot  

10:00 - 10:45  11:00 - 11:45 

1:00 - 1:45   2:00 - 2:45 

3:00 - 3:45  

 Ceramic Ornaments - glaze & fire just in time for the holidays  

 $40.00 per Kit  Extra Ornament $5 each  

Includes 4 ornament and glaze  

All Classes Require Pre-registration and Payment.  
Registration Closes two days before start of Class  

Register online at www.blanden.org 



https://www.facebook.com/BlandenArtMuseum 

Blanden Digital  
Experience  

https://www.youtube.com/channelUCjPpECq5j7w86VsTIadNBAQ 

Due to the uncertainty of events, the Blanden Art Museum is committed to 

providing unique learning opportunities to engage with the community and 

members.  The Blanden staff is working hard to provide an outstanding digital 

experience that can be found through blanden.org or by visiting the following 

sites.   

 

 Provided below are URL and QR Code links to the Blanden Facebook page 

and YouTube Channel where you can find information connected to the muse-

um and videos produced by the museum staff.   

 Post on programs and events  

 Historical information and trivia  

 Links to world wide art news  

 Art activities 

 inspirational words  

 Fun and more! 

 Art history talks  

 Artists interviews  

 Art Work discussions  

 Behind the scenes  

 And more! 



Shop!  
ONE OF A KIND 

Blanden’s  

A great way to support local artists and the Blanden 
is to make a purchase at our One-of-a-Kind shop, 

located on the main floor of museum.  A percentage 
of each sale funds our Programming.  

Support  Local 
Artists  

Unique Hand 
Made Items  

Art  
Share it!  

Start Your  
Collection   
Today! 

Corita Kent  
Bell Brand ca. 1967 

1969.003 
 

Corita Kent, also known as “Sister Corita” was born 
Frances Kent in Fort Dodge, Iowa in 1918. Her  
family then moved to Los Angeles where she spent 
the majority of her childhood. In 1936, she joined 
the Order of the Immaculate Heart of Mary and took 
the name Sister Mary Corita. She then went on to 
attend the Immaculate Heart College and even 
taught art at the college in 1946.   

In this print Kent playfully brings together the com-
position with bell shapes, rotating in a circle and 
bright, vibrant colors. The interspersed wording 
helps to guide the viewer’s eye in and around the 
piece. 

Artistic Interest 



The Blanden is in the process of reassessing  
programming activities for kids, adult and        
professionals.  Community input is important to 
the museum.  It lets us know the needs of those 
the Blanden serves.   
 
Over the next several weeks the Blanden will be 
conducting different surveys relating to the      
following: 
 
 Art education opportunities 
 Gallery lectures 
 Outreach  
 
The surveys will be accessible at blanden.org and  
on the Blanden Facebook page.   
 
Your input will help the Blanden continue to    
provide high quality programming.   



Current Contributors  New and Renewing  
Memberships  and Donations  

Individual Level $25—$39 
Anderson, Marcia * Barton, Ruth * Bleam, Elaine  

 Forsythe, Donna * Niceswanger, Betty, * Sherman, William 

Contributor Level $100 - $249 
Bushman, Larry & Sandy * Dunn, Patricia Campbell * Duro, John & Mary * Fallon, Merlin & Anna 

Gascho, Craig & Lori * Gibb, Jane * Humes, Jim & Nola * Lohff, David & Jill  
Maggio, Dr. Matt & Laura * Powers, Maureen  

Supporting Level $40—$99 
  Allard, Sally * Crumley, Patricia * Graham, Marilyn  

Jensen, Roger & Mary * The Lowell & Ellen Satre Trust             

Benefactor Level $500-$999 
 Natte, Roger & Joyce Garton-Natte  

Educational Scholarship 

 

Exhibitions  
Barton, Ruth  

 Warland, Dale & Ruth  

Art in the Schools  
Bleam, Elaine  

General Art Fund  
 

Operations Endowment  
 

Art Education Endowment  
 

Community Focus  
 

Patron Level $250—$499 
Lauinger, Brett & Anne Kersten 

Simpson, John & Lin  



Museum Staff  
 

Eric Anderson, Director 
Pamela Kay, Receptionist / Business Office  
Brad Bushman, Maintenance / Security  
Meg Beshey, Museum Assistant  
 
 
 

Blanden Info 

Temporary Hours for the Public  
 

Monday Closed 
 

Tuesday Closed [Offices Open for appointments] 
 
Wednesday    1:00pm – 4:00pm 
 
Thursday    1:00pm – 4:00pm     
 
Friday    1:00pm – 4:00pm     
 
Saturday    1:00pm – 4:00pm     

 
Sunday Closed 

 
Holidays Closed  

* Always closed Tuesday following a Monday Holiday.   



Blanden Memorial Art  

Gallery / Museum  

920 3rd Ave South 

Fort Dodge, Iowa 50501 

(515) 573-2316 / blanden.org  

http://www.blanden.org

